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The Case Book of Sherlock Holmes　シャーロック・ホームズの事件簿 2005-07-01 高名な初老の教授が 年の離れた若い女性と恋に落ちた それからというもの 教授が奇妙な行動をとる
ようになる 真夜中に家の周りを這い回り 壁のツタをよじ登るのだ 教授に何が起こったのか 名探偵ホームズの推理が冴える 這う男 のほか 高名な依頼人 白面の兵士 ショスコム荘 の４編を収録 晩年のコナン ドイルが残した シャー
ロック ホームズ シリーズの最後を飾る傑作選
英語原文で味わう Sherlock Holmes 5巻セット　『緋色の研究』『四つの署名』『バスカヴィル家の犬』などを収録 2014-04-24 世界中の熱狂的なファンを魅了する探偵小説の最高傑作 2014年1
月6日に 生誕160年 を迎えた世界で最も有名な名探偵シャーロック ホームズ アーサー コナン ドイルによるシャーロック ホームズシリーズが5巻セットでお得に登場です この機会に世界中に愛された名作シリーズを堪能しよ
う 本書には アーサー コナンドイルによる英語版原文が収録されています 本格推理小説を原文で味わうことができます 目次 英語原文で味わう sherlock holmes １ 緋色の研究 a study in scarlet 英語
原文で味わう sherlock holmes ２ 四つの署名 the sign of four 英語原文で味わう sherlock holmes ３ バスカヴィル家の犬 the hound of baskervilles 英語原文で味わう
sherlock holmes ４ 恐怖の谷 the valley of fear 英語原文で味わう sherlock holmes ５ シャーロック ホームズの冒険 the adventure of sherlock holmes the
original text of sherlock holmes series one set for 5 books this is one of the most popular series of the detective fictions in
the world supported by lots of fans there will be a set price for this great work created by sir arthur ignatius conan doyle
let us take this chance to enjoy this book which loved deeply by so many people all over the world this book is the original
english text you can totally get what sir arthur ignatius conan doyle wanted to say by reading this original english version 靡
世界无数 者的 探小 的最高杰作 英国作家阿瑟 柯南 道 下的大 探夏洛克 福 摩斯系列 以5卷合 本的形式出版 行 愿 趁此良机 一世界名著 本 阿瑟 柯南 道 的英文原著版 愿 体 一原汁原味的王牌 探推理小
Sherlock Holmes 2020-07-14 all new sherlock holmes adventures as taken from audio scripts of radio shows that have been
syndicated by imagination theater in these all new adventures of the great consulting detective writers steven philip jones
and matthew j elliot manage to honor the world of sir arthur conan doyle while creating rich and exciting tales each tale is
accompanied by an original illustration by joshua werner known for his sherlock holmes series from cult stuff and an
introduction from larry albert the voice of dr watson on the radio series contained within are four tales the adventure of
the borgia ring judith oxley wants to hire sherlock holmes to find her missing father lord oxley along with their family s
prize possession the akbar shah diamond holmes is a struggling consulting detective this adventure takes place before he
meets watson but before he can accept the case inspector lestrade arrives to ask for his help with a murder investigation
lord oxley has just been found dead the adventure of the irregular client fifteen years ago duffey was one of the baker
street irregulars but today she is all grown up working as a housemaid and accused of stealing from and murdering one of
her employers mrs rosemary gudgeon duffey s other employer mr watney gudgeon is missing and believed murdered as
well but holmes will prove duffey s innocence the adventure of the petty curses sir malcolm angus burton adviser to the
queen on matters of china insists his egyptian wife halima has put a curse upon him with watson by his side holmes tracks
the true culprit the angus burton s butler tseng to london s docklands and a stronghold of the chinese criminal organization
known as the triad a case of unfinished business soon after watson returns from the reichenbach falls a former classmate
american lot morrill pays a call their visit is cut off by lestrade who needs watson s assistance in a delicate matter the body
of one of moriarty s lieutenants harsh washburne has been discovered watson attempts to unravel the mystery of
washburne s death and its unusual link to his old friend morrill
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Sherlock Holmes on the Air 2016-12-20 eleven scripts from the famous us radio series the further adventures of
sherlock holmes within these pages you ll discover how holmes solved the mystery of the amateur mendicant society
defended professor moriartys younger brother against a charge of murder and investigated the yuletide puzzle of the
french duellist who somehow survived a bullet to the heart this collection is ideal for the conan doyle enthusiast the
budding scriptwriter or any actors performers who ve ever dreamed of taking a part in an original sherlock holmes
adventure
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 2014-08-01 no mystery is too challenging for the infamous detective sherlock
holmes and his partner dr watson holmes is at his best when the job seems impossible or just plain absurd from cases
involving a strange group for red headed men to a missing thumb holmes uses his powers of observation and deduction to
solve even the weirdest mysteries scottish author sir arthur conan doyle published his first twelve original sherlock holmes
short stories as serials in the uk s strand magazine from 1891 1892 this unabridged collection of the stories is taken from
the book form originally published in 1892
Sherlock Holmes on the Case 2012-02-27 sherlock holmes on the case contains the following classic sherlock holmes
mysteries the naval treaty the greek interpreter the musgrave ritual the gloria scott the reigate puzzle the disappearance
of lady frances carfax the red headed league the boscombe valley mystery the adventure of wisteria lodge the adventure of
the devil s foot
Sherlock Holmes on Screen 2002 sherlock holmes was the first pop icon of the modern age instantly identifiable to millions
by his silhouette alone sir arthur conan doyle s enduring creation has appeared on screen more than any other fictional
character and he s been the subject of movies not only in hollywood and britain but also as far afield as spain russia
hungary and japan sherlock holmes on screen contains the most comprehensive filmography of the great detective ever
published as well as a full analysis of holmes on television in addition the book features 60 photos many never before seen
and a guide to conan doyle s original stories it is a must have companion for fans
Sherlock: The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 2011-10-27 the hit bbc series sherlock starring benedict cumberbatch offers
a fresh contemporary take on the classic sir arthur conan doyle stories and has helped introduce a whole new generation of
fans to the legendary detective in this new edition of conan doyle s first collection of short stories sherlock co creator mark
gatiss explains how these gripping tales inspired and influenced the new series sherlock the adventures contains twelve
short stories first published in the strand magazine between 1891 and 1892 and then published as a collection in october
1892 it includes some of conan doyle s best tales of murder and mystery such as the adventures of the speckled band in
which the strange last words of a dying woman it was the band the speckled band and an inexplicable whistling in the
night are the only clues sherlock holmes has to prevent another murder and the five orange pips in which an untimely
death and the discovery of the letter containing five orange pips lead to a cross atlantic conspiracy
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Sherlock Holmes on Screen 1999-09 sherlock holmes is on a level with dracula as the most filmed character in the
history of cinema at around 300 star roles apiece sherlock holmes on screen includes all of holmes s film appearances from
the era of the silent cinema through the basil rathbome movies of the forties and films from france germany italy barnes
covers the key holmes films in detail and provides filmographic details of all entries in the series there is an analysis of
holmes s cinematic london and a dissection of the secrets of the character s popularity and longevity in the cinema
The Return of Sherlock Holmes 1994-11-03 ten years after the supposed death of sherlock holmes at the reichenbach falls
arthur conan doyle was to bow to popular pressure and breathe new life into his creation to the astonishment of dr watson
and the delight of his readers holmes reappears in baker street to embark on a new series of adventures amongst the
famous cases he and watson tackle are the dancing men the solitary cyclist and the six napoleons conan doyle s own life
provides inspiration for the tales from his days as a student doctor on a greenland whaler to the overwhelming grief he
experienced from his wife s slow death from tuberculosis ten years after the supposed death of sherlock holmes at the
reichenbach falls arthur conan doyle was to bow to popular pressure and breathe new life into his creation to the
astonishment of dr watson and the delight of his readers holmes reappears in baker street to embark on a new series of
adventures amongst the famous cases he and watson tackle are the dancing men the solitary cyclist and the six napoleons
conan doyle s own life provides inspiration for the tales from his days as a student doctor on a greenland whaler to the
overwhelming grief he experienced from his wife s slow death from tuberculosis
From Holmes to Sherlock 2017-08-01 if you love sherlock holmes you ll love this book the best account of baker street
mania ever written michael dirda the washington post winner of the agatha award for best nonfiction work edgar award
finalist for best critical biographical work anthony award finalist for best critical nonfiction work everyone knows sherlock
holmes but what made this fictional character dreamed up by a small town english doctor in the 1880s into such a lasting
success despite the author s own attempt to escape his invention in from holmes to sherlock swedish author and baker
street irregular mattias boström recreates the full story behind the legend for the first time from a young arthur conan
doyle sitting in a scottish lecture hall taking notes on his medical professor s powers of observation to the pair of modern
day fans who brainstormed the idea behind the tv sensation sherlock from the publishing world s first literary agent to the
georgian princess who showed up at the conan doyle estate and altered a legacy the narrative follows the men and women
who have created and perpetuated the myth it includes tales of unexpected fortune accidental romance and inheritances
gone awry and tells of the actors writers readers and other players who have transformed sherlock holmes from the
gentleman amateur of the victorian era to the odd genius of today from holmes to sherlock is a singular celebration of the
most famous detective in the world a must for newcomers and experts alike riveting a wonderfully entertaining history
thewall street journal celebrates the versatility of one of fiction s most beloved characters terrific thechristian science
monitor
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The Return of Sherlock Holmes 2018-10-17 the return of sherlock holmes is a collection of sherlock holmes stories by
arthur conan doyle sherlock holmes is a pop culture phenomenon and he s one worth knowing about after all holmes is one
of the most popular and most frequently cited literary characters of all time there s clearly something going on there that
strikes people s interest but what s really interesting is that holmes is one of those larger than life characters that everyone
knows but that few people really know all that much about sherlock holmes has been interpreted and reinterpreted so
many times in movies tv shows and even just throwaway references that it s hard to know exactly who this guy is the
sherlock holmes that exists in today s pop culture and the watson for that matter are actually different in a lot of ways from
the characters that exist in sir arthur conan doyle s stories so by actually reading sherlock holmes stories you can really be
in the know it s good to go back to the original material and see what s up
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 2022-11-13 sherlock holmes is a consulting detective known for his proficiency
with observation forensic science and logical reasoning that borders on the fantastic which he employs when investigating
cases for a wide variety of clients including scotland yard the adventures of sherlock holmes is a collection of twelve short
which identify and try to correct social injustices a scandal in bohemia the red headed league a case of identity the
boscombe valley mystery the five orange pips the man with the twisted lip the adventure of the blue carbuncle the
adventure of the speckled band the adventure of the engineer s thumb the adventure of the noble bachelor the adventure
of the beryl coronet the adventure of the copper beeches
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - Arthur Conan Doyle 2021-06-10 the adventures of sherlock holmes is the series
of short stories that made the fortunes of the strand magazine in which they were first published and won immense
popularity for sherlock holmes and dr watson the detective is at the height of his powers and the volume is full of famous
cases including the red headed league the blue carbuncle and the speckled band although holmes gained a reputation for
infallibility conan doyle showed his own realism and feminism by having the great detective defeated by irene adler the
woman in the very first story a scandal in bohemia the editor of this volume richard lancelyn green is editor of the
uncollected sherlock holmes and the further adventures of sherlock holmes with john michael gibson he compiled the soho
series bibliography of a conan doyle
Three Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 1987 three cases are solved by the famous detective
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes 1894 a collection of eleven exciting stories the memoirs of sherlock holmes by sir
arthur conan doyle published in 1894 is a must read for serious crime fiction lovers this collection includes fascinating
variety of stories such as silver blaze the yellow face the stock broker s clerk the gloria scott the musgrave ritual the
reigate puzzle the crooked man the resident patient the greek interpreter the naval treaty and of course the unforgettable
the final problem in which the readers witness the meeting of sherlock holmes with the evil professor moriarty and in the
end their hand to hand struggle which leads to both of them falling over the precipice at the reichenbach falls apparently
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to their deaths so great was public outcry against the death sherlock holmes that doyle had to resurrect him in the return
of sherlock holmes which was published in 1905
Sherlock Holmes on the Roof of the World 2022-07-18 holmes framed for murder who is the mysterious issa the sounds of
running and men crying out came closer suddenly sigerson s door burst open and an army of yellow and maroon clad police
monks fell upon us dragging us out into the street without so much as a word of explanation through the mud and dung
and then east across the bridge of the pleiades and on to the jo kang the tibetan cathedral the holy of holies of all buddist
asia then along several corridors and down numerous staircases and finally we found ourselves in the presence of the high
regent himself the fourteen year old dalai lama you are holding one of the rare stories to come to light involving sigerson
the name sherlock holmes went by during the years when the world thought he was dead his great hiatus this story also
has the distinction of being the true first sequel to horace holly s she which was published in 1887 under the byline of holly
s agent h rider haggard the only heretofore known sequel ayesha the return of she was published in 1904 and records
events that occurred two decades after she this new tale then is a record of the events that took place between the two
previously published adventures enjoyable and interesting i found millers knowledge of tibet and buddhism fascinating he
writes a fine story in what is quite obviously a labor of love a must book to obtain gary lovisi in sherlock holmes the great
detective in paperback the solving of the crime by holmes sigerson was true canon indeed a pleasure john bennett shaw
ミスター・ホームズ名探偵最後の事件 2015-03 引退後 サセックス ダウンズで養蜂を営むホームズは 養蜂場で助手の少年が死亡しているのを見つける 手記 日本での過去 イギリスでの現在 3つの事件からホームズの知られ
ざる過去と苦悩を描く
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Illustrated 2020-01-29 the adventures of sherlock holmes is a collection of twelve short
stories by arthur conan doyle featuring his fictional detective sherlock holmes it was first published on 14 october 1892 the
individual stories had been serialised in the strand magazine between july 1891 and june 1892 the stories are not in
chronological order and the only characters common to all twelve are holmes and dr watson the stories are related in first
person narrative from watson s point of view
Sherlock Holmes 1976 case involving incriminating letters written by european prince to the english girl he betrayed leads
to holmes moriarty confrontation
The Return of Sherlock Holmes (Illustrated) 2014-06-11 13 tales of mystery suspense including the incredible story of
sherlock holmes s return from the dead this top five classics edition of sir arthur conan doyle s the return of sherlock
holmes features all 95 strand illustrations by sidney paget his final drawings of sherlock holmes an additional 13
illustrations by frederick dorr steele created for collier s magazine a helpful introduction author bio and bibliography the
return of sherlock holmes 10 years after his death at the hands of professor moriarty was one of the most hotly anticipated
events of the new century in 1903 arthur conan doyle had teased his loyal fans with his 1902 novel the hound of the
baskervilles a story that took place two years before holmes plummeted into the reichenbach falls with the empty house
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the first story in this collection dr watson and the world finally learned how holmes cheated the grim reaper and feigned
mortality for three years as he tidies up one last loose end in his battle against moriarty s criminal apparatus the return of
sherlock holmes finds conan doyle at the height of his creative powers producing 13 of his finest mysteries for the
inimitable holmes to solve no sherlock holmes collection would be complete without it
The Complete Sherlock Holmes 2014-05-28 the complete sherlock holmes illustrated from top five classics is the only
fully illustrated single volume edition of the entire sherlock holmes canon available featuring all 4 sherlock holmes novels
and 56 short stories including the final 1927 collection the case book of sherlock holmes more than 480 illustrations
including all 357 holmes illustrations by sidney paget alphabetical index of titles timeline of cases a helpful introduction
author bio and bibliography presenting all of the stories in the order they were first published with the illustrations that
accompanied the original strand magazine monthly editions the complete sherlock holmes illustrated brings the sherlock
holmes adventures to you the way they were meant to be read
The Complete Sherlock Holmes 2019-10-08 part of the elegant knickerbocker classics series the complete sherlock
holmes is comprised of 4 full length novels and 56 short stories featuring the world s most famous pipe smoking detective
for sherlock holmes fans worldwide this stunning hardcover edition is perfect for gift giving written by sir arthur conan
doyle between the years 1867 and 1927 the legendary sherlock holmes employed his mastery of deductive reasoning and
expert sleuthing to solve an array of complex and harrowing cases from his home 221b baker street in london the
legendary sherlock holmes accompanied by his loyal companion and chronicler dr watson baffled policemen and became
famous worldwide for his remarkable observations and even more eccentric habits featuring a foreword from renowned
holmes scholar daniel stashower author of a teller of tales the life of arthur conan doyle and sherlock holmes in america
the complete sherlock holmes contains every known sherlock holmes tale ever written from holmes first appearance in a
study in scarlet 1887 and the hound of the baskervilles 1901 1902 through the collection of stories in the the case book of
sherlock holmes this deluxe edition boasts the entire holmes catalogue the timeless classics series from rock point brings
together the works of classic authors from around the world complete and unabridged these elegantly designed gift
editions feature luxe patterned endpapers ribbon markers and foil and deboss details on vibrantly colored cases celebrate
these beloved works of literature as true standouts in your personal library collection other titles in the series include the
complete grimm s fairy tales the complete novels of jane austen the complete tales poems of edgar allan poe the complete
tales of h p lovecraft and the complete works of william shakespeare
Murder, My Dear Watson 2003-11-06 the game s afoot read all new sherlock holmes stories and speculative essays
praised as of the highest order and should be required for every sherlockian shelf rocky mountain news eccentric coldly
rational brilliant doughty exacting lazy in full bohemian color the world s most famous literary detective sherlock holmes
and his loyal companion dr john watson investigate a series of previously unrecorded cases in this collection of totally
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original and confounding tales as in the popular debut murder in baker street anne perry and ten more popular mystery
writers celebrate the mind and methods of sherlock holmes includes new tales by sharyn mccrumb loren d estleman
carolyn wheat malachi saxon jon l breen bill crider colin bruce lenore carroll barry day daniel stashower and brilliantly
insightful essays including christopher redmond on illuminating the vast possibilities that new technology offers in sherlock
holmes on the internet editors lellenberg and stashower s a sherlockian library details fifty essential books for the arthur
conan doyle fan philip a shreffler s essay explores one of english literature s most famous friendships in holmes and watson
the head and the heart
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Illustrated 2020-08-17 the adventures of sherlock holmes is the series of short stories
that made the fortunes of the strand magazine in which they were first published and won immense popularity for sherlock
holmes and dr watson the detective is at the height of his powers and the volume is full of famous cases including the red
headed league the blue carbuncle and the speckled band although holmes gained a reputation for infallibility conan doyle
showed his own realism and feminism by having the great detective defeated by irene adler the woman in the very first
story a scandal in bohemia the editor of this volume richard lance green is editor of the uncollected sherlock holmes and
the further adventures of sherlock holmes with john michael gibson he compiled the soho series bibliography of a conan
doyle
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 2021-04-12 the adventures of sherlock holmes is a compilation of twelve short sherlock
holmes stories that was published on october 31st 1892 and written by sir arthur conan doyle the character sherlock
holmes was previously introduced to the world in a novel called a study in scarlet in a christmas annual sherlock holmes is
probably the most well known and loved fictional detective in literature it s interesting to note that sir arthur conan doyle
actually modeled his famous detective after an associate dr joseph bell dr bell had a long thin nose much as we picture
sherlock holmes and was very observant he also used strong deductive skills this leads us to the personality of the
character sherlock holmes sherlock holmes is a private detective who has keen powers of observation he lives at 221b
baker street in london he notices things that others simply don t and then he draws accurate conclusions about what he
sees in doyle s first holmes story a study in scarlet holmes describes himself as someone who gets in the dumps at times
and doesn t open his mouth for days on end he experiences strong mood swings he also plays the violin but most of all he is
a master of deductive reasoning
The Sign of Four 2017-11-11 you know my methods the sign of four the second adventure written by sir arthur conan doyle
to feature sherlock holmes and dr john watson the disappearance of a young woman s father and a mysterious note years
later after the strange regular annual delivery of valuable pearls to her puts sherlock holmes on the case one of the most
read novel in the history of english literature and the best place to start a love of sherlock holmes
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes 2024-01-18 this carefully crafted ebook the memoirs of sherlock holmes is formatted
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for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents sherlock holmes is a consulting detective known for his
proficiency with observation forensic science and logical reasoning that borders on the fantastic which he employs when
investigating cases for a wide variety of clients including scotland yard the memoirs of sherlock holmes is a collection of
eleven detective stories silver blaze the yellow face the stockbroker s clerk the gloria scott the musgrave ritual the reigate
squire the crooked man the resident patient the greek interpreter the naval treaty the final problem
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Illustrated 2020-12-17 the adventures of sherlock holmes is the series of short
stories that made the fortunes of the strand magazine in which they were first published and won immense popularity for
sherlock holmes and dr watson the detective is at the height of his powers and the volume is full of famous cases including
the red headed league the blue carbuncle and the speckled band although holmes gained a reputation for infallibility conan
doyle showed his own realism and feminism by having the great detective defeated by irene adler the woman in the very
first story a scandal in bohemia
The Extraordinary Cases of Sherlock Holmes 2010-02-04 the great detective solves eight baffling cases involving a family
curse a secret code a missing racehorse an impossible murder a stolen jewel blackmail six identical sculptures and a
missing soccer player
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Illustrated 2018-09-12 the adventures of sherlock holmes is a collection of twelve
short stories by arthur conan doyle featuring his fictional detective sherlock holmes it was first published on 14 october
1892 the individual stories had been serialised in the strand magazine between july 1891 and june 1892 the stories are not
in chronological order and the only characters common to all twelve are holmes and dr watson the stories are related in
first person narrative from watson s point of view in general the stories in the adventures of sherlock holmes identify and
try to correct social injustices holmes is portrayed as offering a new fairer sense of justice the stories were well received
and boosted the subscriptions figures of the strand magazine prompting doyle to be able to demand more money for his
next set of stories the first story a scandal in bohemia includes the character of irene adler who despite being featured only
within this one story by doyle is a prominent character in modern sherlock holmes adaptations generally as a love interest
for holmes doyle included four of the twelve stories from this collection in his twelve favourite sherlock holmes stories
picking the adventure of the speckled band as his overall favourite
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, Volume III 2014-01-01 the world famous crime solving duo sherlock holmes and dr
watson are on sterling form in this excellent compilation of six unabridged cases so fiendishly complex that only the great
sherlock holmes would dare to investigate for he alone has the extraordinary faculty of perception and boundless energy
which could solve them cases include a scandal in bohemia the red headed league and the adventure of the copper beaches
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes By Arthur Conan Doyle / From the Authors of Books Like: The adventure of
the cardboard box/ The adventure of the red circle/ The hound of the Baskervilles/ The sign of the four/ The
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valley of fear/ His last bow / Short Stories for High School/ 2021-01-01 from the authors of books like 1 the adventure
of the cardboard box 2 the adventure of the red circle 3 the hound of the baskervilles 4 the sign of the four 5 the valley of
fear 6 his last bow 7 short stories for high school 8 the white company 9 the coming of the fairies 10 the adventure of the
bruce partington plans 11 a study in scarlet 12 tales of terror and mystery 13 the parasite 14 the disintegration machine 15
the memoirs of sherlock holme 16 the adventures of sherlock holmes 17 the casebook of sherlock holmes 18 the return of
sherlock holmes book summary the memoirs of sherlock holmes see sherlock holmes and his friend dr watson pursuing the
strangest of cases across britain once again this edition boasts of stories where holmes deals with challenges that defy the
understanding of most people conan doyle s genius shines through as he spins tales and shapes them around the
extraordinary ability of holmes the bizarre cases that holmes takes up are fascinating for they fall beyond the mundane
indulge children in this volume of stories that have enthralled readers over generations sherlock holmes and dr watson
have once again taken up some of the most intriguing cases join them as they investigate disappearances violent murders
and burglary and solve the mystery of a strange yellow faced figure and an unusual business agreement a collection of
eleven short stories the memoirs of sherlock holmes introduces mycroft holmes elder brother in the adventure of the greek
interpreter and professor james moriarty the criminal mastermind and holmes archenemy in the adventure of the final
problem the stories continue to thrill their readers the memoirs of sherlock holmes are a collection of twelve short stories
published in the strand as further episodes of the adventures between december 1892 and december 1893 with original
illustrations by sidney paget they were first published as a collection in 1894 they include one of the most famous sherlock
holmes stories the adventure of the final problem in which doyle killed holmes several of the stories are told in a way which
is more from holmes own point of view as he tells watson some of the early work that he did before meeting the doctor the
adventure of the silver blaze the adventure of the cardboard box note 1 the adventure of the yellow face the adventure of
the stock broker s clerk the adventure of the gloria scott holmes s first case described to watson the adventure of the
musgrave ritual another early case told by holmes to watson the adventure of the reigate puzzle the adventure of the
crooked man the adventure of the resident patient the adventure of the greek interpreter mycroft appears for the first time
the adventure of the naval treaty the adventure of the final problem watson reports the death of holmes about the author
arthur conan doyle was born on 22 may 1859 in edinburgh into a prosperous irish family he trained as a doctor gaining his
degree from edinburgh university in 1881 he worked as a surgeon on a whaling boat and also as a medical officer on a
steamer travelling between liverpool and west africa he then settled in portsmouth on the english south coast and divided
his time between medicine and writing sherlock holmes made his first appearance in a study of scarlet published in beeton
s christmas annual in 1887 its success encouraged conan doyle to write more stories involving holmes but in 1893 conan
doyle killed off holmes hoping to concentrate on more serious writing a public outcry later made him resurrect holmes in
addition conan doyle wrote a number of other novels including the lost world and various non fictional works these
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included a pamphlet justifying britain s involvement in the boer war for which he was knighted and histories of the boer
war and world war one in which his son brother and two of his nephews were killed conan doyle also twice ran
unsuccessfully for parliament in later life he became very interested in spiritualism
The Return of Sherlock Holmes (Annotated) 2016-04-27 having left sherlock holmes apparently deceased at the
conclusion of the final problem in the memoirs of sherlock holmes we now find that he is alive after all in this collection
first published in 1905 the great detective causes watson to faint the empty house demonstrates that cryptography is
elementary the dancing men and gets engaged charles augustus milverton join in the fun as holmes deduces his way
through these thirteen adventures
Death on a Pale Horse 2021-11-15 donald thomas is the all time best at sherlockian pastiche ellery queen mystery
magazine in a momentous period of british history donald thomas s latest sherlock holmes adventure pits the great
detective and his faithful biographer dr john watson against an international conspiracy led by a disgraced english officer
colonel hunter moran bears upon him the mark of the beast his satanic ingenuity leaves a spectacular trail of devastation it
runs from the annihilation of a british armored column by zulu tribesmen armed only with shields and spears to a life and
death struggle on the sinking passenger steamer comtesse de flandre the heir to the french empire lies dead in the african
dust europe is brought to the brink of war by forged despatches designed to enrich gun runners and assassins the gold
fields and diamond mines of south africa become the playground of organized crime only the detective genius of holmes
can prove a match for the unfolding criminality of moran and his associates with watson and mycroft at his side sherlock
holmes again demonstrates although the powers of the state and the underworld may try to overpower him they will never
out think his splendid analytical mind at the height of its powers
Doyle's Classic Holmes vs. BBC's Sherlock. Who is the Bigger Freak? 2014-04-09 seminar paper from the year 2013 in the
subject english language and literature studies literature grade 1 3 university of trier language english abstract well
watson what do you make of it doyle 1 or rather what did and does the media make of arthur conan doyle s crime solving
character sherlock holmes without a doubt sherlock holmes is one of the most famous literary figures if not the most
famous at least in the genre of crime fiction holmes had his first appearance in 1887 in a study in scarlett which was
published in beeton s christmas annual in this story he is introduced as the world s first and only consulting detective in
other words sherlock holmes starts investigating when the police fail in solving the crime wilson since his introduction he
has had other appearances in numerous stories of doyle countless pastiches and he has literally taken over the media
landscape among these appearances in the media there are two tv shows contrasting from all the other holmes adaptations
on the one hand there is elementary it is set in new york and the american actress lucy liu plays holmes s assistant and
friend dr watson jonny lee miller plays holmes on the other hand there is the british series sherlock it is set in london and
the role of watson is portrayed by male actor martin freeman which means that sherlock is more oriented towards the
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original stories however both series have something in common they transfer doyle s stories which are set in victorian and
edwardian times into the present age in this paper i want to compare the classic character sherlock holmes as he appears
in doyle s stories and novels with the main character sherlock holmes of bbc s tv series sherlock the literary basis for my
analysis will be the novel the hound of the baskervilles by sir arthur conan doyle and of course the tv series sherlock the
first part of this paper will consist of a characterisation of the classic sherlock holmes the second part will be an analysis of
the main character of sherlock in the course of this paper i want to provide the answer to the question who is the bigger
freak if any of them is one at all
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 2012-08-01 the adventures of sherlock holmes is a collection of twelve stories by
arthur conan doyle 22 may 1859 7 july 1930 featuring his famous detective and is generally considered a milestone in the
field of crime fiction these are the first of the sherlock holmes short stories originally published as single stories in the
strand magazine from july 1891 to june 1892 the book was published in england on 14 october 1892
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 1985 many writers have revisited the reichenbach falls in the hope of
summoning up the ghost of sherlock holmes now richard lancelyn green has succeeded triumphantly with this collection of
stories by expert writers of the calibre of ronald knox and julian symons designed not to compete with or parody the
original but rather to reflect and enhance the achievements of the great detective
The Hound of the Baskervilles 2018-10-21 the hound of the baskervilles is his third novel featuring the famous detective
sherlock holmes it was originally serialized in the strand magazine it is set on dartmoor in devon england and tells the
story of an attempted murder inspired by the legend of a fearsome diabolical hound of supernatural origin
Sherlock Holmes 2007-10-10 an in depth biography of the world s most famous detective that will intrigue sherlockians and
non sherlockians alike publishers weekly he has been called a genius and a fraud a hero and an addict but who really was
sherlock holmes with an attention to detail that would make his subject envious nick rennison combs the literature for
clues omissions and inconsistencies in dr watson s immortal narration he delves into holmes s contact with prominent
historical figures including oscar wilde and sigmund freud and uncovers startling new information how did a cambridge
dropout and bit player on the london stage transform himself into a renowned consulting detective did he know the identity
of jack the ripper when did holmes and his nemesis professor moriarty first cross paths did sherlock holmes protector of
the innocent commit the very act he so often worked to prevent the cold blooded premeditated murder of moriarty sherlock
holmes the unauthorized biography answers these questions and many more as it careens through the most infamous
crimes and historic events of the victorian age all in pursuit of the real man behind the greatest detective in modern fiction
and just perhaps nonfiction
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